JOHNSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Special Services

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY REPORT
Student: _____________________________

D.O.B.: ____________

School: ______________

Date: ___________

Data Sources: Observations ____________ Teacher Interview Student Interview Other Interview__________
settings

specify

Description of Behaviors: (using concrete terms, provide specific descriptors of behavior)
Frequency: (How often does the behavior occur?)
Duration: (How long does the behavior occur?)
Intensity: (Impact of problem behavior on student, peers, instructional environment)
Setting: (Where does the behavior occur, - i.e. in the classroom, nonstructured settings; under what set of circumstances;
- i.e. time of day, changes in routine, with specific individuals; - i.e. students, teachers)

Triggers: ( Identify circumstances that appear to set off the behavior)

Consequences: (What is the response after the behavior occurs?)

Educational Impact: (How does the behavior impact the learning of this student?)

Strengths/
Resources:

Student ______________________________

Family _________________________________

School ______________________________

Community ____________________________
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JOHNSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Special Services

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT
Student: _____________________________

D.O.B.: ____________

School: ______________

Date: ___________

Function of the Student’s Behavior: (What purpose does the behavior serve for the student?)
__ To regulate affect (i.e. anxiety, depression, anger, poor self-concept)
__ To gain attention (i.e. from teacher, peers)
__ To obtain control (i.e. of activities, peers, learning situation or space)
__ To avoid/escape settings, tasks, individuals (i.e academic and/or social)
__ To obtain objects or activities (i.e. for preferred activities such as computer time)
__ To avoid/escape internal distractions (i.e.) physiological/constitutional difficulties)
__ To communicate needs or desires (i.e. in lieu of oral communication, when student lacks effective communication skills)
__ Other
Hypothesis Statement: It appears to the team that ______________________ engages in ______________________________________
Name of student
Behavior descriptor
In order to _____________________________________

when __________________________________________________________

Function that the behavior serves

Circumstance or setting

Suggested Replacement Behaviors(s): (What behaviors need to be taught to enable student to meet his/her needs in a more constructive way?)

Positive Behavior SupportsAttempted:
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